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EVENT: Start with the library "mlp" using the compiled version.

; corr_CIXA00.bm
; . definition of circuits:
; w/ stringadd: OK
; w/ stringins:
;  . proof of equivalence:
; w/ stringadd: OK! get: LP theorems, IC theorems, and then Rewrite!
; w/ stringins:
; NOTE: one of the original experiments, NOT sugar generated.

;;;; DEFINITION OF CIRCUITS:
; Register: NOT NEEDED in expanded version
;(defn R (u x)
; (if (empty x) (e) (I u (p x)))))

; combinationals (defs & thms) needed for circuits:
; comb_del.bm: Delta combinational element, parametrized.
; U7-DONE

Definition:
del (val, u)
= if val = u then 1
  else 0 endif

; Everything below generated by SUGAR with:  (bmcomb 'del '(val) '(x))

Definition:
s-del (val, x)
= if empty (x) then E
  else a (s-del (val, p (x)), del (val, 1 (x))) endif

;; A2-Begin-S-DEL

Theorem: a2-empty-s-del
empty (s-del (val, x)) = empty (x)

Theorem: a2-e-s-del
(s-del (val, x) = E) = empty (x)

Theorem: a2-lp-s-del
len (s-del (val, x)) = len (x)

Theorem: a2-lpe-s-del
eqlen (s-del (val, x), x)

Theorem: a2-ic-s-del
s-del (val, i (c, x, x)) = i (del (val, c, x), s-del (val, x))

Theorem: a2-lc-s-del
(¬ empty (x)) → (l (s-del (val, x)) = del (val, l (x)))

Theorem: a2-pc-s-del
p (s-del (val, x)) = s-del (val, p (x))
THEOREM: a2-hc-s-del
\(\neg \text{empty}(x) \rightarrow (h(s\text{-del}(val, x)) = \text{del}(val, h(x)))\)

THEOREM: a2-bc-s-del
\(b(s\text{-del}(val, x)) = s\text{-del}(val, b(x))\)

THEOREM: a2-bnc-s-del
\(\text{bn}(n, s\text{-del}(val, x)) = s\text{-del}(val, \text{bn}(n, x))\)

;; A2-End-S-DEL

; eof:comb_del.bm

; comb_plus.bm: Plus combinational element.
; U7-DONE

; no character function definition since BM already knows about Plus..

; Everything below generated by: (bmcomb 'plus () '(x y))

DEFINITION:
\(s\text{-plus}(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
\text{E} & \text{if empty}(x) \\
\text{a}(s\text{-plus}(p(x), p(y)), l(x) + l(y)) & \text{else} 
\end{cases}\)  

;; A2-Begin-S-PLUS

THEOREM: a2-empty-s-plus
\(\text{empty}(s\text{-plus}(x, y)) = \text{empty}(x)\)

THEOREM: a2-e-s-plus
\((s\text{-plus}(x, y) = \text{E}) = \text{empty}(x)\)

THEOREM: a2-lp-s-plus
\(\text{len}(s\text{-plus}(x, y)) = \text{len}(x)\)

THEOREM: a2-lpe-s-plus
\(\text{eqlen}(s\text{-plus}(x, y), x)\)

THEOREM: a2-ic-s-plus
\((\text{len}(x) = \text{len}(y)) \rightarrow (s\text{-plus}(i(c_x, x), i(c_y, y)) = i(c_x + c_y, s\text{-plus}(x, y)))\)
Theorem: a2-lc-s-plus
(¬ empty (x)) → (l (s-plus (x, y)) = (l (x) + l (y)))

Theorem: a2-pc-s-plus
p (s-plus (x, y)) = s-plus (p (x), p (y))

Theorem: a2-hc-s-plus
((¬ empty (x)) ∧ (len (x) = len (y))) → (h (s-plus (x, y)) = (h (x) + h (y)))

Theorem: a2-bc-s-plus
(len (x) = len (y)) → (b (s-plus (x, y)) = s-plus (b (x), b (y)))

Theorem: a2-bnc-s-plus
(len (x) = len (y)) → (bn (n, s-plus (x, y)) = s-plus (bn (n, x), bn (n, y)))

;; A2-End-S-PLUS

; eof:comb_plus.bm

; 1st circuit:

Definition:
y1 (x) = if empty (x) then E
         else i ('a1, p (x)) endif

Definition: y2 (x) = s-del ('a1, y1 (x))

Definition: y3 (x) = y1 (x)

Definition:
y4 (x) = if empty (x) then E
         else i ('a2, y3 (p (x))) endif

Definition: y5 (x) = s-del ('a2, y4 (x))

Definition: w1 (x) = s-plus (y2 (x), y5 (x))

; 2nd circuit:

Definition: z1 (x) = s-del ('a1, x)
Definition: \( z_2(x) = x \)

Definition:
\[
z_3(x) = \begin{cases} 
\text{if} & \text{empty}(x) \quad \text{then} \ E \\
\text{else} & i(\text{'a}_1, z_2(p(x))) \quad \text{endif}
\end{cases}
\]

Definition: \( z_4(x) = s\text{-del}(\text{'a}_2, z_3(x)) \)

Definition: \( z_5(x) = s\text{-plus}(z_1(x), z_4(x)) \)

Definition:
\[
w_2(x) = \begin{cases} 
\text{if} & \text{empty}(x) \quad \text{then} \ E \\
\text{else} & i(2, z_5(p(x))) \quad \text{endif}
\end{cases}
\]

;; PROOF:

;;; no 2nd order for sysd lines, because we are not in CSX..

;;; Correctness (equivalence):

Theorem: lw1w2
\[
\text{stringp}(x) \rightarrow (w_1(x) = w_2(x))
\]

; eof: corr_CIXA00.bm
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